
IN THE COURT OF THE
MEMBER, MOTOR ACCIDENT CLAIMS TRIBUNAL 

SONITPUR :: TEZPUR

PRESENT : Sri B. Debnath 
Member, Motor Accident Claims Tribunal 

                           Sonitpur

JUDGMENT IN M.A.C. CASE NO. 258 OF 2009

1. Smt. Anjali Das
2. Smt. Hima Das
3. Sri Surya Das (minor)
4. Sri Minal Das )minor)
5. Sri Krishnamoni Das (minor) 
6. Sri Nidul Das (minor)
7. Smt. Kanaka Das   ......  Claimants 

–Versus–

1. Sri Purna Kt. Borah
(Owner of the vehicle No. AS–12 E– 0903)

2. Sri Samanta Saikia
(Driver of the vehicle No. AS–12 E– 0903)

3. The National Insurance Co. Ltd.,
(Insurer of the vehicle No. AS–12 E– 0903) 

..... Opposite Parties

ADVOCATES WHO APPEARED IN THIS CASE

For the Claimant : Smt. B. Bora, Advocate

For the Opposite Party Nos 1 & 2 :  Smt. N. Lahkar, Advocate

For the Opposite Party No. 3 :  Sri S.K. Singh, Advocate

Date of Argument :        29–10–2011



Date of Judgment :        25–11–2011

J  U  D  G  M  E  N  T        

 The  claim  petition  has  been  submitted  under 

Section 166 of M.V. Act for Award of compensation on account 

of death of Bipin Das on Road Traffic Accident.  

2. The claimants brought the following fact in order 

to get the compensation :

Bipin  Das,  a  35  years  old  man.  He  was  Home 

Guard  and  businessman.  His  monthly  earning  was 

Rs. 4,500/-. On 9-3-2009 at about 6 p.m. while riding bicycle 

on the road towards Tezpur at Pithakhowa Centre the vehicle 

bearing  registration  No.  AS-12  E  /  0903  coming  from 

Dhekiajuli side in a rash and negligent manner hited him on 

his back side. As a result he fell down and died on the spot. A 

police case was lodged vide Tezpur P.s. Case No. 202 of 2009 

u/s 279 / 304 (A) / 427 of Indian Penal Code and Post Mortem 

examination was done on the dead body. 

3. The claimants are being wife, daughters, sons and 

unmarried  elder  sister  of  the  deceased  are  claiming 

compensation of Rs. 12,90,000/-. The owner and driver of the 

aforesaid vehicle submitted joint written statement. They are 

not  denying  the  accident  and  death  of  Bipin  Das  due  to 

accident but their plea is that it was not done due to rash and 

negligent driving of the vehicle. They are also stating that the 

vehicle was under coverage of Insurance with O.P. No. 3 and 

at the relevant time the driver was possessing valid driving 

licence. The O.P. No. 3 is Insurer of the aforesaid vehicle. The 

said  O.P.  denied all  the allegations  and submitted separate 
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written statement and contested in all points by filing petition 

u/s 170, M.V. Act. 

 Following issues have been framed :

 

1. Whether  the  alleged  accident  took  place  due  to 

rash  and  negligent  driving  by  the  Driver  of  the 

vehicle No. AS–12 E– 0903 ( Mahindra Savari )  ?

  

2. Whether  there  was contributory negligence 

on the part of the deceased leading to the accident 

in question ?

3. Whether the claimant is / are entitled to any 

compensation  as  prayed  for,  and  if  yes,  from 

whom and to what extent ?

4. All  the  issues  are  taken  together  for  discussion 

and decision.

The fact of death of Bipin Das due to Road Traffic 

Accident  is  not  denied.  It  is  also  not  denied  that  involved 

vehicle is AS-12 E / 0903 and the registered owner is O.P. No. 

1 and driver was O.P. No. 2. It is also not denied that at the 

relevant time of accident the vehicle covered with Insurance 

to  the  O.P.  No.  3.  The  fact  of  riding  the  bicycle  by  the 

deceased is not denied. Only plea of the O.P. No. 3 is that the 

deceased had a contributory negligence because the accident 

took place due to crossing the road by the deceased. The plea 

of the O.P. No. 3 also regarding non-possessing valid driving 

licence by driver at the relevant time of accident.
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5. Anyhow, the claimant side examined Smt. Anjali 

Das, the widow of Late Bipin Das as PW-1. She exhibited the 

following documents : 

1.  Claim petition – Ext. 1

2.  Accident Information report – Ext, 2

3. Post Mortem Examination Report – Ext. 3

4.  Certified copy of FIR – Ext. 4

5.  Certified copy of ejahar – Ext. 5

6. Death Certificate – Ext. 6

In addition she also exhibited the certificate issued 

by Commander, Home guard, Sonitpur and certificate issued 

by Gaon Burah to prove the earning of the deceased.

6. The claimant, PW-1, is not the eye witness, that is 

why the claimant side examined Padma Das, an eye witness. 

From the evidence of aforesaid eye witness it is revealed that 

the vehicle bearing registered No. AS-12E / 0903 hited on the 

back side of Bipin Das while the deceased was riding bicycle. 

He also deposed that due to aforesaid accident Bipin Das died 

on the spot. The exhibited documents vide Exts – 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 

and 7 also supported the fact brought by the aforesaid eye 

witness. As the contesting O.P. did not adduce any defence 

witness  or  brought  convincing material  on record regarding 

contributory negligence, it is concluded that due to rash and 

negligent driving of vehicle No. AS-12E / 0903 the accident 

occurred and as per  Post  Mortem Examination Report  Bipin 

Das  died  due  to  sustaining  injury  on  accident.  So,  the 

claimants are entitled compensation u/s that 166 of the M.V. 

Act. 
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7. Age  and  earning  of  the  deceased  are  material 

factors  for  assessment  of  adequate  compensation.  The 

claimants are stating that the deceased was 37 years of old 

but by adducing evidence the PW-1 deposed that at the time 

of the marriage she was 21 years old and her marriage was 

solemnized 23 years ago. So, in simple calculation she was 44 

years at the time of deposing before the Court. She deposed 

two years later to the date of death of her husband Bipin Das. 

Again I do not find any evidence on record that her husband 

was younger  than her.  So,  deceased was not  less  than 42 

years old at the time of death. Moreover, the PW-2 deposed 

that the deceased was 10 / 15 years older than him. His age 

was 35 years on the date of deposing. He deposed two years 

later to the date of occurrence. So, in simple calculation the 

deceased was 43 to 48 years at the time of death.  The mean 

number  of  aforesaid  age  is  44.  So,  I  am  taking  into 

considering  the  age  of  the  deceased  was  not  less  than 44 

years.  Thus,  adopting  the  structural  formula  in  spirit  the 

multiplier number is found as ‘14’. As per the formula framed 

by our Supreme Court in Civil  Appeal No. 3483 / 2008 the 

multiplier number is ‘14’. The structural formula is adopted to 

illuminate subjective satisfaction to assess the just and proper 

compensation.

8. So far as earning of the deceased is concerned the 

claimant is saying that the deceased was earning Rs. 4,500/- 

from job as Home guard.  She also deposed that  when the 

deceased was remain jobless he used to earn by business and 

monthly earning was Rs. 5000/-. To give convincing effect of 

her statement regarding earning she exhibited the certificate 

issued by the Commandant,  Home Guards,  Tezpur and the 

certificate of Gaon Burah. But both the documents vide Exts – 

6 and 8 do not speak about earning. Of course, the claimant 

deposed further that the deceased was earning as labour and 
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PW-2 supported that fact. So, I am taking into consideration 

the daily wages of a labourer as Rs. 100/-. So, his monthly 

earning has been determined as Rs. 3000/-. Therefore, with 

the above facts I am assessing the compensation as below :

Annual Income –

Rs. 3,000.00 X 12 = Rs. 36,000.00

As per the formula framed by the Supreme Court 

in  Sarla Verma and Others, Vs. Delhi  Transport Corporation 

and Another ( 2009) 6 SCC 121 . 1/5 the  to be deducted 

from the Annual earning for self-expenditure of the deceased 

considering the fact that he would spend that amount if alive. 

The Supreme Court in the above case adopted the formula 

that  if  the  deceased’s  family  consist  more  than  6  (six) 

members 1/5 the to be deducted towards personal expenses. 

The  balance  amount  to  be  multiplied  by  multiplier  number 

above.  So, I  find the amount is  Rs. 28,800.00 X 14 = Rs. 

4,03,200/-.

In  addition  of  above  amount  following  amount 

from different heads to be entitled :

(i) Funeral expenditure – Rs. 2,000.00

(ii) Loss of Estate -   Rs. 5,000.00

     Thus  the  claimants  are  entitled 

Rs. 4,03,200.00 + Rs. 7,000.00 =  Rs. 4,10,200.00.  The said 

amount  is  to  be  divided  with  equal  share  amongst  the  7 

(seven) claimants. Therefore, each of the claimants is entitled 

Rs. 58,600.00. 
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The widow of the deceased is entitled Rs. 5,000.00 

extra as loss of consortium. So, she is entitled Rs. 58,600.00 

+ 5,000.00 = Rs. 63.600.00.

9. The  O.P.  No.  3  is  directed  to  pay  the  above 

amount of compensation with interest at the rate of 9% w.e.f 

the date of filing the claim application within 60 days from 

today. Each claimant will get equal share of said interest.

With the above order, this claim case is disposed 

of on contest.

       ( B. DEBNATH )
  MEMBER,

         MOTOR ACCIDENT CLAIMS TRIBUNAL,
             SONITPUR : : TEZPUR

Dictated and corrected by me

( B. DEBNATH )
Member

Motor Accident Claims Tribunal
Sonitpur :: Tezpur

Typed and transcribed on dictation by me –

( I. Goswami)
Stenographer
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